
Dear Paul, 8/11/75 
Saturday the post office is renumbering the rural routes, for the third time since we've been here. Begin in then we are Rt. 12. We began as 7. 
I am familiar with and full of respect for Lear'e work. Not only Archie. I don't look nt the tube that much but sometimes we eat to those fine snows. 
Finally Playboy answered, with a very nice, apologetic: letter saying the xerox had begome lodged in some unrecognized track of the alimentary cenel  of the corpora-tion mad that they'd be glad to pay for the cost of a secretary to post the corrections and then for the xeroxiag. 

This may bo nice but it isn't peaettcal. I can't fool 1r-wed 	tin :-,11:tv" from which I'll erint and it is from that aloe* that I can xerox. Corr=ections can fall of and I've have no way of knowing it had happened. (After six months it also isn't a bit too soon, either.) 
Capaying the unedited copy in Freeland also isn't practical. The cost also is too great. I just heard free the Morrespondent who has it two days ago. He still wanta to do the condensation in which we believe the commercial prospects lie. 
There is a new offset process for which maybe ten plants in the country are equipped. Some aspects are exceptionally competitive. Tne plant is costly, 33 each operator has special dale on special papers, exclusively. One has a not inexpensive thin paper with a high opaiiiity factor. The meaning for me, if I can swing the mosey, is that = can have a heavier documentary appendix, without running over the bindery caeaeity 	the limit  for a 2-lb mailing, which would run the costs of each copy up. I do not have the estimates on that yet but on a heavier paper I feel I can swing a 660-page book, meanine more than 150 pages of documents. I'll have to borrow maybe $2,500 to pay this printer and I'll run what risks are involved on the borrowing. If the thinner paper and the possibilities of a larger apeendix run more I'll have to think that through when I got the numbers. 
I see nothing unreasonable in the people with whom you are talking wanting to see what they can see. I do feel that if they are unwilling to take the time to read the earlier works they lack as deep and sincere an interest as I would like them to regard as ebeesubataatial thee the coemereial ones. ilot that there is any con-flict. I thinit both coincide. It just is be; and me. On the other ha :, I can n imagine it being a real cost, if aey, for them to have me fly out there and being what they'd like to see and answer any questions they might have. They probably belong to organizations that have speakers, too. aaybedy in production could have written 1000 off as a leeit buzdaezu expeeze. end if none lass been east there are those who have read the book to whom I can refer them, from correspondents to lawyers special-izing iu publishing. 

In printing myself I an risking much but I see no real choice (for me, anywayl. We have put every penny that comes in from the earlier books into an escrow account. We've taken from that only for extreme emeegencies and for the distribution costs of WW IV, NY reason for the enemy account was to be able to reprint the earlier works as those editions become exhaPeted. So, I'll run that risk, too. What thin means we'll be tryiae to live on you'd netbelievo possible. Welfare is luxury in comparison. 
In order to prepare the book I'm getting up 4 a.m. again. There are never any interruptions then until others can use the phone. I'm editing what I dashed off earlier for a new close/adeitica with now evidence still. 
While I'd prefer almost any other way ex of briaela4 this out I see no real alternative. The two ddvantaees it has is that beiedy wig be roeuiring any compromildes of me and I'll own the work 100%. (How Hollywood =people can't see the risk justification when there are other nets and C1 has announced a Aoveebee special baffles me.. 



What I can t avoid keeps me from laying out a fixed schedule. Each day brings 
some of this. However, I hope to have printed copies in a couple of months. 

At that point the value of a condensation/popularization may be apparent. 

Bub right now I can't even afford help so I have everything to do myself. 
emomber that I am also involved in 'itigation, and that takes time. And as a 
publisher have books to send out ciAily, 

So, I'm slowed dorm says and as much as I can I'm adjusted to it. 

One of the compromises this requires itts that now I can't do more about Mao. 

I did have a commission. I've met it (and paid my taxes for the year with it). 

Bow,Jver, I went farther, 
interest and curiosity. 

I did net kno it was hi.3 secretary but I did know thefe was a younger wocaa. 
I wonder..d if t,ie explained his lust for money when hcan, live comfortably. 

Co'Lrection on "he worked with Army intelligence." Be was in it, at least at 
Holabird. ne then met a man who may have been the actual inventor of the 

Identikit. This man developed it on government time. There is an inference that it 
was rip?ed off. The fingerprint method seems to ho the inklese one. 

I don't see JBS duff unless people send it. iy hunch, not knowledge, is that 
Church was at one of the Bilderberg meetings. That would be enough for the JBS 
interpretation. They seem to have a thing on "Bilderbergers.0  

t have to get back to work. I'll read the Freep piece, Turners for FNS, when 
1 rest. I'm abare of that crap.. #rven. arrison coulantt do anything with it. But I am 
glad to„.6et Lhs clips, which I do read and I can leave as a record. That is the sweassix 
newest opkin kick. It also involves anoth:x freed', ow.: Luis 	from idlat 
I've laRrnod from that reporters have been asking me. All nonsense. 

The last,,_-L heard of Ass he was to deal ath Zebra/Zacharias (uay area, and I knew 
little of them) in a National Star package. 

If it is not too much troablc, please watch the LLTime:7 for me. Thsylero under- 
going come pclioy/attitud chan.ges. I can't 	it bat S tno,4 th7, (R2K)basis. 

Your rare kindness, by th-, way, has enabled ma 4o be more afficient. Again 
thanks for it. 

Best 2.-gardm, 

much farther, than I was paid to go. ''hit; was my own 



INHAND 
POST OFFICE BOX 3844 

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 90028 

Aug. 7, 1975 

Dear Harold; 

At long last an answer to your last letters. I held off 
writing hopeing I would have something positive to tell you 
concerning the publishing 'Post Mortem'. I have been in contact 
with the producer of a couple of T.V. shows, the best known 
entitled "All In The Family". His name is Norman Lear. He is 
interested, butit is too far afield from what heis into. If you 
have ever seen the T.V. show you know that he makes strong state-
ments about our society and govt. This is too foreign to what he 
does. The block that I have been running into is that I have 
nothing to show them of the book. They don't want to take the 
time to read itZE your previous works on the subject. In your 
last letter of 7/19, you tell of the new printing process you are 
looking into. It sounds very resonable if it holds up to the 
binding. Have you ever gotten back your copy from Playboy? 
As you stated, if the interest is sincere, the best way is for 
you to get together with the interested party. I agree. They 
always ask if I have seen or read any of the work and I have to 
reply no. I still feel that something will work out and will 
keep on looking. 

As to Mac. My contact tells me that he was in contact with 
him while Mac worked with World Assoc. If you have any more 
questions during that period. Also he was having an affair with 
his secretary. A friend of mine contacted someone in the L.A. 
Sheriff's and learned the following: Mac retired in 1967 as 
Chief oil Detectives- was an expert on sex crimes-had workd with 
Army intelligcer investigated Hitlers death-invented Identikit-
something called 'Hitmo' a catalogue method-a fingerprint method 
they are useing in banks now on customers checks. He is a watch 
repair man and a jack of all trades. 

In the latest JBS 'American Opinion' magazing there is 
mentioned in an article that Frank Church at one time was in 
some way hooked up with the Rockerfellers. Does this sound like 
more disinformation? I am encloseing an article I cut out of 
the L.A. Free Press 7/25. I had never come across any of this 
before. 

I trust that the next time I write I will have zmz some 
encourageing news. Hope things are going well and that you and 
your wife are in good health. 


